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I would like to improve the Wikipedia User Experience*

- User Experience comprises “all the aspects of how people use an interactive product: the way it feels in their hands, how well they understand how it works, how they feel about it while they’re using it, how well it serves their purposes, and how well it fits into the entire context in which they are using it.”

– Alben (1996)

* http://www.allaboutux.org/ux-definitions
Because having a better UX will help growing communities in both size and diversity.
How Can We Improve Any Technological Product’s User Experience?

Through a Process of User-Centering It
User-Centered Design*

- Iterative
- Simplifying tasks
- Making things visible
- Getting the right mappings
- Understanding the user needs
- Designing according to the user limitations

Good User Experience* comes from User-Centered Design process

*https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/User-centered_design

*Terms coined by Don Norman
Factors that influence Wikipedia User Experience (UX)

Because since everything is decided by the community, members directly or indirectly influence newcomers’ User Experience.

a) Content*
b) Editors’ behaviour (communication,...)
c) Norms
d) Technology & design
e) ...

When decisions on these factors provide friction to users, UX is bad.
What is the current situation of UX?

Potential problems (some not solved):

• Experienced editors block newcomers contributions at content and policy level.


• Experienced editors’ reverts with lack of communication discourages newcomers.


• Etcetera.

**We have a long list of negative aspects detected/researched but not solved.**
We have research explaining the benefits of many changes and ideas to increase editor retention…(that remain unimplemented).


Potential solutions (not always implemented):

- Experienced editors block technology implementations (tools) that **might be positive for newcomers (or simply not the average profile)** but… are not implemented.
Why is this happening? Why UX is not improving as much as possible?

I can only think of three reasons:

1. Low degree of knowledge or awareness of the problems.
2. Lack of communication between those who are aware and the actors (communities/WMF).
3. Consensus decision-making mechanisms and governance block UX improvements.
Two unique Wikipedia characteristics are especially challenging to User-Center it:

- Consensus Decision-Making
- Content-Centered Architecture

I will try to propose some mechanisms to user-center Wikipedia.
First Challenging Characteristic

(!) Consensus Decision-Making
In a usual product implementing a User-Centered Design process:

new ideas (company managers) → decision-making (company managers)

In Wikimedia Technology Design process:

new ideas (often experienced editors) → decision-making (always experienced editors)

ew ideas (sometimes WMF)
In Wikimedia Technology Design process:

new ideas (often experienced editors)  decision-making (always experienced editors)

new ideas (sometimes WMF)

Where should new ideas for community growth appear from?

User-centered design can be strategic to design to grow in number of users, in Wikipedia it responds to the needs of the current users.
“If I learnt it, anyone can”.
You may be self-empowered, but not realistic.

And we are full of cognitive biases!

“Open knowledge” mission vs. Controversial design features
False Debate

“Do you think the WMF sometimes loses sight of the project’s core ‘open knowledge’ mission when investing huge chunks of human time and money into controversial design features like VE, MediaViewer, Flow, Gather, and others?”

There is no such a debate between new tools and free knowledge commitment.

Do you agree with this anonymous ex-employee's 2014 advice to the WMF?

— "The political commitment to free knowledge matters more than product design."

Do you think the WMF sometimes loses sight of the project’s core "open knowledge" mission when investing huge chunks of human time and money into controversial design features like VE, MediaViewer, Flow, Gather, and others? 😊 Genuinely curious about your thoughts. 😊 — reading Glassdoor.com.

GLASSDOOR.CA
Working at Wikimedia Foundation
See what employees say it's like to work at Wikimedia Foundation...
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Jim Hayes
i kinda agree, however i would say it this way: the open knowledge mission which
Or should we write articles using the Terminal*, at night, and without dinner, to prove our commitment?

* https://fossbytes.com/use-wikipedia-terminal-wikit/
This is why consensus can sometimes become a closed-feedback loop in which members of the same community or one of its subgroups dominate the decisions.

“\textquoteleft\textquoteleft It looks like we have a consensus.\textquoteright\textquoteright"

Newcomers seat? Which one?
Are communities able to take decisions for the benefit of every editor and potential new editor? In every aspect?

Should consensus be limited to content?

Should we find another decision-making model for technological changes?
Proposed Solution:

We could represent the potential editors by introducing a new public appointed role(s): the ‘User Experience flag(s)’.

Flags were introduced to manage content, why not to represent users and ensure UX?
This flag would care for the community renewal and every factor affecting the user experience.

Key Functions:
1. **Represent diversity and newcomers in consensus with available data.**

2. **Ensure communication between WMF developers, researchers and communities to implement software changes to the benefit of everyone (especially newcomers).**

3. **Follow community stats and re-introduce feedback in community discussions, event planning, etcetera.**
1. “We need to represent both the (potential and experienced) user needs in the consensus”.

In future Wikimedia Technology Design process the **UX flag** is at every step:

- User Experience flag
  - new ideas *(often experienced editors)*
- User Experience flag
  - decision-making *(always experienced editors)*
- User Experience flag
  - new ideas *(sometimes WMF)*
- User Experience flag
  - research evaluation *(WMF team and other scholars)*
2. This **UX** role(s) must be **IN THE COMMUNITY**, **NOT IN WMF**.

User Experience research and community engagement stats must be community information in order to take decisions.

**UX would promote this information Flow!**
3. Editors do not generally know the current state of the community engagement.

**UX Flag** would follow rich Community Stats not because of curiosity, but to influence community decisions, events, etcetera. It must inform.

Useful metrics:
- Newcomers retention, core-periphery interactions, etcetera.
- Most active editors, by topic, by featured articles.
- Reverts, Harassment, etcetera.

https://stats.wikimedia.org/v2
Knowledge as a service (2030): “Knowledge as a service: To serve our users, we will become a platform that serves open knowledge to the world across interfaces and communities. We will build tools for allies and partners to organize and exchange free knowledge beyond Wikimedia. Our infrastructure will enable us and others to collect and use different forms of free, trusted knowledge.”

Content-centered architecture
Content-Centered Architecture

Content is the center. Wikipedia has grown by accretion.

When complexity brings friction to someone getting in, UX is bad.
Me: “Multiple creators can only create complexity...."
You: “But...hey, this is the power of Wikimedia...!?"
With more UX concerned people, little by little we could turn WP into a much more....
If I was a User Experience flag and could I influence in consensus, I would ask the WMF to use a User journey map.

1. Before registering
2. After registering
3. While contributing
4. While engaged
5. Re-engaging

THESE ARE FIVE WAYS TO USER-CENTER WIKIPEDIA
#1 Before registering

There is an important percentage of people that do not know that there is even a place to start editing.

- “Oh, I did not know it was editable”
- “I did not know what to edit”

A bold or bigger edit button IS NOT a solution.

https://usability.wikimedia.org/wiki/Usability_and_Experience_Study
“Dethrone the distinction between editor-reader”

editor-reader

Many other profiles

This polarization makes it more difficult for users to become contributors
All sort of users should be appealed by the site to become a contributor in some way.

Different profiles and tasks should be visible to stimulate new users.

Remember User-Centered Design principle: “Making things visible”
#2 After registering

• Is it easy to learn? Is it easy to know what learn? Should every user learn the same things?

“In video games, an onboarding plan are useful to game designers to set priorities and goals for each kind of user to learn the basics of the game, mechanic by mechanic, according to her profile.”

https://celiahodent.com/the-gamers-brain/
Fortnite onboarding plan

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prio</th>
<th>Features to teach</th>
<th>Difficulty</th>
<th>Tutorial order</th>
<th>Onboarding plan (player’s perspective)</th>
<th>Narrative wrapper</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Home Base is player’s persona</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>This is me in the game. I start by naming and choosing a banner for my Home Base.</td>
<td>Player receives a distress beacon and discovers his/her Home Base to command.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Core movement and combat</td>
<td>Easy – dynamic tip</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>I know how to move and shoot, just give me a quick tip if necessary.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Scavenging</td>
<td>Easy – dynamic tip</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>I quite naturally destroy the environment, just give me a quick tip that all is destroyable.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Crafting</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Crafting enables me to make more powerful weapons and items. I must know how to do this to have fun in the game.</td>
<td>The player needs a harvesting tool. Safe environment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Commanding a roster of heroes</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>I’m managing multiple heroes, each having specific skills.</td>
<td>The player has to choose his/her first hero among 2 classes to send it to the 1st mission.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Building</td>
<td>Hard</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Building enables me to make forts that protect me from evil. I must know how to do this to have fun.</td>
<td>The player is in a pit and needs to build stairs to escape and start exploring. Safe environment.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It cannot be something detached from real Wikipedia: a new editor just want every session to be meaningful, a unit of meaning. No time constraints either.

#3 Once contributing

- Let’s take advantage of context to **anticipate the right assistance / further actions**.

Tool enabled for newcomers with suggestions / assistance to check:

- Rules: NPOV, Notability, etc.
- Templates used
- Contact top contributor
- ...

Less usability requires a greater motivation

UX principle: Recognise is easier than to recall
Suggest content to add based on other languages.

Pau Giner (Pre-hackathon 2018)*

Less usability requires a greater motivation

* https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/5/5c/Olot_prehackathon_-_design_explorations.pdf
#4 While engaged

- The only **findability** Wikipedia is good at is content (articles and text). Not tools, people, tasks or communication.

**Complexity can be reduced by aiding discovery with recommenders and searchers.**

How about a searcher for urgent tasks, user's with similar preferences, useful tools, tutorials, blog pages, events, etcetera?

**Searchers and recommenders for TOOLS, PEOPLE and TASKS**

e.g. GapFinder recommender (articles)

Less usability requires a greater motivation
#5 Re-engaging

- Complexity introduces cognitive load, and it is also easier to forget what you learnt. After a wiki-vacation it may be hard to keep track or hard to remember.

The forgetting curve

Creating a user-centered space (a sort of atelier) as a dashboard would be a solution to keep the tools and resume tasks and connections.
Information would flow between users much more easily and synergies would be created as editors and outsiders share efforts in addon creation.

User dashboard with:
• Community engagement stats
• Page creation stats
• Watchlist
• Template manager
• Spreadsheet tools
• Research tools based on Wikipedia content. (Omnipedia, Contropedia, Manypedia, etcetera)
• Speech engine for visually impaired
• Topical Coverage Visualizations
• Chapters addon (activities, calendar, outreach, etc.)
• Chat channels (synchron. communication tool)
• Language learning tools
• Wikimedia blogs

UX principle: Recognise is easier than to recall
These are some possible ways to improve Wikipedia User Experience

It all would be easier with UX roles in the communities and in the WMF.
Community User Experience roles key functions:

1. Represent diversity and newcomers in the community consensus (lobbying) and defend a UX (users first) mindset.
2. Ensure communication between WMF developers, researchers and communities.
3. Follow Community Stats and re-introduce feedback in discussions, event planning, etcetera.

UX would improve as a consequence of implementing User-Centered Design UX values would permeate the communities and counterbalance tech.
If you agree, please share and comment to make it happen. This is an experiment at the moment.

- Who should I talk to?
- How could this role be created?
- Should this start in a big Wikipedia?
- ...

@marcmiquel
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This talk/experiment is part of the following work:
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